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• • • There is a war between the odd and ~he ven. 
(Leonard Cohere) 
1. Introduction 
Candidates 1. . . .  , n received mr, , . . ,  m,~ votes respectively, where rn~ >t. • • ~> 
m, # 0. The ballot problem asks for the number of ways to count these votes in 
such a way that at all times the partial scores satisfy x~ 9° .  • ~> x,. This problem 
was first solved by Frobenious and MacMahon [6, p. 133]. The special case n = 2 
was first solved by Bertrand [3~ and received an elegant combinatorial proof by 
Andr6 [1]. An updated exposition of this topic can be found in Knuth [5]. In this 
paper we extend AndrCs argument to the higher dimensional case. Previous 
attempts were restricted to n = 3 [4] and the strict ballot problem [2]. 
Note that the ballot problem is equivalent o the problem of counting the 
number of lattice paths, with positive unit steps, from 0 to (m~ . . . . .  ,~,) such that 
all the points lie in xt>~x2>~ ..  .>~x,~O. 
2. Results 
Let a = (at . . . . .  a , ) ,  b = (bl . . . . .  b,) be two lattice points, and let F(a---, b) 
denote the number of lattice walks, with positive unit steps, from a to b. It is well 
known and easy to see that 
F(a - - - ,b )=(b~+. . .+b, -a l  . . . . .  a , ) ! / (b l -aO! ' " (b , -a , ) ! .  (1) 
A walk from a to b is good if it does not touch any of the hyperplanes 
x i -x :+ l=- I  ( i=1  . . . . .  n - l ) ,  otherwise it is bad. Let G(a- -*b) ,  B(a- -*b)  
denote the number of good walks and bad walks respectively. For a permutation 
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~ S. let e~ =(1-w(1)  . . . . .  i -~r ( i )  . . . . .  n -  rr(n)). We claim that 
~. B(e,, ~ m)= i~ B(% ---, m). (2) 
-tr even  w odd 
Consider a typical bad walk f rom e~ to m. Let x~-x~+t=- I  be the first 
hyperplane it meets. Replace the port ion of the walk unti l  that meet ing by its 
reflection with respect to x~-x~.t  =-1 ,  gett ing a certain walk f rom 
e..i~ l. ,  = (1 - ,n'(1) . . . . .  i - rt(i + 1), i + 1 - 'tr(i) . . . . .  n - ,n'(n)) 
to m. Since this defines a bi jection between 
U B(e,~ --~ m) and U B(e,, -~, nt), 
"n" even 1"1" tx td  
(2) follows. 
Now for n t=(m~ . . . . .  m,,) with tn~>~nt2~ ..  ">~m,,>~O (i.e. m !ies on the 
positive side of all hyperplanes),  
F(e,~ ~ in) = B(e,, ---, m). if rr¢- identity, (3) 
since e~. lies on the negative side of at least one of the hyperplane3. Thus 
G(O---} m) = F(O--} m) -  B(O--* m) 
~F(( ) - -~ m)+ ~ (-1)"t~'~B(e,~-~ m)
~P ~ (-l)'"'~'F(% --~ m) 
,I., ~.. (_1),.,.~ (ml+ . . . .  +nt,,)! 
~,~s,, (ntl - 1 + ¢r(l))! • • • (m, - n + "n'(n))! 
= (mr +" • " + m,,)! det(1/(m~ -- i  +j ) ! )  
= (ntl +- "  .+m,,)! rl (m~-mi+j - i ) / (mt+t l - l ) ! . . .m, !  
I~-i<j~tt 
when the determinant  is evaluated. This is the solution of the ballot p~'oblem. The 
dctcrminant is evaluated in the same way as Vandermonde 's  determinant .  
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